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Secrets Of Power Negotiating
A group of Rays minority owners are suing Stuart Sternberg after he allegedly attempted to sell an interest in the team to Montreal investors.
Rays Minority Owners Sue Stuart Sternberg, Allege Secret Montreal Negotiation
The conflict in Yemen began in 2014 after Houthi militants ousted the Saudi-backed Yemeni government from Sana’a, the country’s capital. The civil war devolved into a regional proxy conflict by early ...
The Saudis Are in Search of an Unknown Yemen Exit Strategy
Representative Marjorie Taylor-Greene is perhaps best known for having shared her belief that California wildfires were deliberately started by space lasers controlled by the Rothschild family in ...
The Strange Anti-Semitism of the Pro-Jewish Right
From the time that they accepted that, Provo violence was aimed at producing a negotiating situation ... It included diaries of the secret talks that had taken place in his house in 1975 ...
Fake it till you make it: the IRA’s go-between who massaged messages to secure peace
Links International Journal of Socialist Renewal — On May 17, w ith negotiations over forming a Catalan government bogged down and a repeat ele ...
Catalonia: Coalition government formed after prospect of mass disaffection forces independence parties into agreement
Texas power plants froze during a fast-moving winter storm, causing rolling electricity blackouts across the state. Outraged Texas regulators and lawmakers, vowing to crack down, debated requiring ...
'Collective amnesia': Texas politicians knowingly blew 3 chances to fix the failing power grid
In the nineties, a frustrated artist in Berlin went on a crime spree—building bombs, extorting high-end stores, and styling his persona after Scrooge McDuck. He soon became a German folk hero.
The Strange Story of Dagobert, the “DuckTales” Bandit
More than six months have passed since the ldquosecond Karabakh warrdquo as it is now called came to an abrupt end last year with Armenia all but def ...
Armenia's future looks bleak in the aftermath of war with Azerbaijan
It is as if the traders were a small secret society ... the ruling party’s recent experience in negotiating with small groups with power to hold public life hostage indicates something ominous.
Time to negotiate with the real “wheat barons”
The maneuvering by the moderate Democrats amounted to a long-shot effort to salvage what may be the best chance at a full, bipartisan accounting for the attack on the Capitol and a stunning series of ...
Live Updates: Manchin, Sinema Implore Republicans to Support Creation of Jan. 6 Commission
It's no secret that ESG investing has become a big business with tons of money flowing into businesses and funds that claim to care about environmental, social and governance concerns. On this episode ...
Transcript: Daniela Gabor on the Drawbacks of the ESG Boom
Dror Moreh speaks with Insider about his new documentary, "The Human Factor," a look into the Mideast peace process through the eyes of US negotiators.
'Netanyahu owes his career to Hamas' - 'The Human Factor' director Dror Moreh talks about the rise and fall of the Israel and Palestine peace process
It was wrong for Colonial Pipeline to pay a $5 million ransom to the criminal group that shut down their computer system and President Joe Biden should issue an executive order making it illegal for ...
In Wake of Colonial Pipeline Attack, Former U.S. Cyber Czar Says It Should Be Illegal for Companies to Pay Ransoms to Hackers
But the Justice Department is not commenting on whether a seemingly off-the-cuff remark by President Biden is now a policy directive.
White House Seems to Affirm Biden’s Vow to Bar Seizures of Reporters’ Phone Data
The United Auto Workers continues to conceal the terms of a new six-year contract proposal from nearly 3,000 Volvo Truck workers at the New River Valley plant in Dublin, Virginia.
Rank-and-file Volvo workers demand release of full contract as terms of UAW’s secret deal leak out
Paul Webster shares his favourite French Alps hideaways in the latest Wild Guide Ask people to imagine the French Alps, and many will think of ski resorts set high among majestic peaks, with clear ...
A guide to exploring the secret side of the French Alps
The Disciple is a gritty film. No, it does not have any scenes of explicit violence or gun-toting gangsters; but in its depiction of the quest, not always hopeful, and ultimate non-success of its ...
Chaitanya Tamhane's The Disciple foregrounds the fundamental universal conditions of man as artist
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who met Sunday with U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, has vowed to do everything in his power to stop ... worries about the negotiation about Iran." ...
Iranians denounce 'nuclear terrorism'
The Saudi-proposed ceasefire is still not being accepted by the Iranian-backed Houthis, though secret talks have ... take Marib they will be negotiating a peace/power-sharing deal with much ...
Fighting Continues In Yemen Amid Secret Ceasefire Talks
On Feb. 3, Reuters reported that China last year brought 38.4 gigawatts of new coal-fired power capacity online: more than three times the total amount built elsewhere in the world. China’s actions do ...
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